Go For The EV Revolution With Cygni EV Battery

Cygni Lithium-Ion two-wheeler battery qualified all the quality tests at ARAI successfully. We are proud to announce that Cygni is providing India's best electric vehicle batteries with ARAI certification. It's time to transition to an EV revolution and create a better world. Go Electric for a cleaner and brighter future. To know more about our solutions, please click here.

Click Here

Refrigerator For Livelihood & Health Care Centers

Cygni Solar DC Refrigerator to support the livelihood and Rural Health Care Centers. Our refrigerator runs with solar DC technology and integrated with Li-Ion battery to support during the non-solar time and make it possible to run 24×7. For more information please contact us at Toll-free Number: 1800 103 0314.

Click Here

Enjoy Online Shopping With Cygni!

Cygni Energy, a renowned Manufacturer of Solar Home System solutions, Solar Water Pump, Electric Vehicle Batteries, and many more. Our team of skilled and qualified professionals strive hard to offer a superior range of products at high quality. Our in-house production enables us to manufacture the products with highest quality. Buy our products in a single click.

Click Here
Even after all this time The Sun never says to the Earth, "You owe me."
Look what happens "With a love like that,
Lights the whole sky."

Accelerating Growth of New India's Innovations
Accelerating Growth of New India's Innovations (AGNII) has rigorously evaluated important technologies that will aid in the diagnostic, support and prevention aspect of combating the ongoing pandemic. As part of the COVID-19 TECHNOLOGIES, AGNII team has identified this week's top technologies in prevention and support and promoting Cygni Products in the top three technologies. To know more details, please click here.

Renewable Watch - Changing Lives
Cygni Energy article has been published on the Renewable Watch magazine June 2020. How Solar DC Inverterless solutions transform Indian villages is the article "Changing Lives" in the Renewable Watch magazine. Cygni solutions, Growth over the last few years, and the benefits are mentioned in Corporates Go Green edition. To read the complete article, please click here.

Employee - Training And Development Programme
Cygni Energy successfully conducted a training session on How can we manage complex multi-vendor successfully? on 4th July 2020, and Six Sigma on 18th July 2020. These training sessions were conducted by Dinesh Kumar Singh (Assistant General Manager). Both the sessions were more interesting and the participants got to know the importance of communication, performance reports and risk management. and Also how Six Sigma methodology focuses on eliminating problems by analyzing the processes that create them.
Cygni has conducted All Hands Meeting on 10th July 2020. Our CEO Venkat Rajaraman was the main speaker of the event and talked about the last few years journey of Cygni, Post COVID-19 actions, FY2020 orders and execution plan. HR team introduced the new joiners, talked about the training programs and upcoming employee engagement activities of the year. Cygni has given honours to the best employees and best teams of the year and also distributed long service awards.

AHM - How Many Dreams Fulfilled Till Now?

Upcoming Activities - August 2020

Employee - Training And Development Programme

Cygni Energy is planning to conduct a Training session on Human-Centered Design Thinking on 14th August 2020. This training session will be conducted by Venkat Rajaraman (Chief Executive Officer), and a Training session on communication skills on 29th August 2020. This session will be conducted by Vipul Kumar Jain (Assistant Vice President) at Cygni production facility and through video conferencing.
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